From: Helsinki (HELGS)  
To: Tokyo (Winter)  
29 May 1943  
JCP  

#202 (Parts 2 and 3a)  

** 16 groups un** is divided into six partsb—98145, 86246, 75369, 40404, 00512, 71616. Between 86246 and 75369 and between 00512 and 71616 **3 groups ga** is missing.  

(5) Vichy to Washington 852 "KADDYSETRE" is divided into 5 partsb 66778, 18863, 2399c, 51097, --155d. "EWMESTUCK" is added at the end.  

(6) Casablanca to Washington 443 "KADDY" is divided into 5 partsb — 12241, 28381, 32456, 45543e, 56666.  

If there are any others besides the June datings please let us know the dates.  

a - Part 1 not available.  
b - Japanese word indicates parts of a message.  
c - 4-digit group as sent.  
d - First two figures completely garbled.  
e - Garble permits 45043.  

Inter 29 May 43 (4). Japanese  
Rec'd 16 Jun 43  
Trans 5 Aug 43 (J16-e)